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Abstract—Truncation in digit-precision is a very important and common operation in embedded system design for bounding the

required finite precision and for area-time-power savings. In this paper, we present the use of online arithmetic to provide truncated

computations with communication systems as one of the applications. In contrast to truncation in conventional arithmetic, online

arithmetic can truncate dynamically and produce both area and time benefits due to the digit-serial nature of computations. This is of

great advantage in communication systems where the precision requirements can change dynamically with the environment. While

truncation in conventional arithmetic can have significant truncation errors, especially when the output precision is less than the input

precision, the redundancy and most significant digit first nature of online arithmetic restricts the truncation error to only the least

significant digit of the truncated result. As an application that uses significant truncation in precision, a code matched filter detector for

wireless systems is designed using truncated online arithmetic. The detector can provide both hard decisions and soft(er) decisions

dynamically as well as interface with other conventional arithmetic circuits or act as a DSP coprocessor. Thus, optimized

communication receivers with coexisting conventional arithmetic for saturation and online arithmetic for truncation can now be built.

The truncated online arithmetic detector was also verified with a VLSI implementation in an AMI 0.5 � MOSIS tiny chip process.

Index Terms—Dynamic truncation, finite precision, online arithmetic, communication systems.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

COMMUNICATION system designs typically use finite (and,
preferably, fixed-point) precision arithmetic to provide

faster, simpler, and low power hardware. Truncation and
saturation in digit-precision are two very important and
common operations in such systems as they help to bound
the finite precision while simultaneously providing area-
time-power savings. Various designs have been proposed
in conventional arithmetic to support truncation and
saturation in units such as multipliers [1], [2]. These designs
can provide savings in area by 25-35 percent and power
dissipation by 29-40 percent [3]. Truncation is used when
the Most Significant Bits (MSBs) of the result are important,
while saturation is used when the Least Significant Bits
(LSBs) of the result are needed. The precision requirements
of the algorithms in communication systems are dependent
on several dynamic factors, such as the instantaneous
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus, if time, area, and power
benefits were to be available by dynamic saturation and
dynamic truncation, that would be of immense use to
communication system design.

Dynamic saturation is a simpler problem to solve in

conventional arithmetic for time and power benefits. This is

because if fewer LSBs are needed, the input precision can

be decreased for time and power benefits. For example, in

[4], different regions of the multiplier are dynamically

deactivated depending on the precision of the operands,
giving up to 35 percent power savings. Current truncation
schemes in conventional arithmetic do not provide the
ability to modify the amount of truncation dynamically.
The only related work known to us has been in switching
between IEEE floating-point rounding and truncated
floating-point arithmetic [5]. Even if dynamic truncation
were possible by dynamically turning off parts of the
circuit, truncation in conventional arithmetic is ineffective
in providing throughput benefits as the MSBs are obtained
only at the end of computations. Hence, in this paper, we
focus only on truncated arithmetic. In particular, we explore
the use of online arithmetic to provide dynamic truncation
while simultaneously providing throughput benefits.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, truncation in conventional
arithmetic is difficult as the most significant digits are
computed only at the end due to the right-to-left flow of
computations. Here, truncation is achieved by eliminating
the hardware for calculating the lower significant digits
while providing corrections for the error introduced.
However, in online arithmetic [6], the operands, as well as
the results, flow through the computations in a digit-by-
digit manner, starting from the most significant digit
(MSDF), providing a natural way of truncating the results
of the computation without introducing significant error.
Due to the digit serial nature of computations, we can
provide dynamic truncation of digits while simultaneously
providing throughput benefits. Though online arithmetic
has been quite well-explored in the past, we are unaware of
any past work that has exploited the MSDF computation
nature of online arithmetic for providing dynamic trunca-
tion and its related trade-offs.

Dynamic truncation is not possible in conventional
arithmetic due to the right-to-left flow of computations.
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Even static truncation in conventional arithmetic can have
significant errors in the least significant bits of the truncated
result and may need additional hardware to provide
correction constants for error reduction [1], [3]. Also, the
truncation error (without correction) increases with increased
truncation, especially when the precision of the result is less
than the input precision. Truncation in online arithmetic
produces error only in the least significant digit used in the
result due to the MSDF flow of computations and the
redundancy in the number system. We quantify the error
introduced in the least significant digit during truncation
using online arithmetic and show its applicability and use in
designing communication systems supporting dynamic
truncation with online arithmetic. Thus, a wide variety of
algorithms for communication systems requiring truncation
in finite precision, such as FIR filters, FFT, vocoders, matched
filters, and other sophisticated communication algorithms,
such as multiuser detection [7], [8], [9], [10], can benefit from
dynamic truncation and throughput improvements using
online arithmetic [11], [12], [13].

The main contributions of our work are as follows: We
present truncated online arithmetic and we show that it has
significant potential for dynamic truncation with through-
put benefits in designing finite precision embedded
systems. We also quantify and limit the truncation error
to the error in the least significant digit of the truncated
result. We then design a code-matched filter detector as an
example of truncated arithmetic for communication sys-
tems and show the effect of truncation on the design. We
present the online arithmetic adders and multipliers used in
the design with support for dynamic truncation and the
ability to interface with other conventional arithmetic
circuits, such as a DSP coprocessor. We finally discuss the
implementation trade-offs against conventional arithmetic
using truncation and present a VLSI implementation of the
code matched filter detector in an AMI 0.5 � process.

We have organized this paper as follows: The next section
presents the background on the use of online arithmetic for
truncation and a code matched filter detector for commu-
nication systems. Section 3 presents the effect of truncation
error on the least significant digit and how it affects the bit
error rate of the detector. Section 4 shows the radix-4 online
adder and multiplier design used in the detector with support
for dynamic truncation and interface to conventional

arithmetic. In Section 5, the area-time trade-offs of truncation
in conventional and online arithmetic based detector archi-
tectures are presented. Section 6 shows a VLSI design and
implementation of the online arithmetic detector.

2 BACKGROUND

Online arithmetic [6], [14], [15] has been shown to be very
useful for many signal processing applications such as DCT,
FFT, CORDIC, filtering, and matrix-based operations [11],
[12], [16]. The advantages of online arithmetic have been to
eliminate carry-propagate addition, reduce interconnection
bandwidth between modules, and allow parallelism be-
tween several operations. With a serial data flow, online
arithmetic can be pipelined to implement sophisticated
algorithms. As carry-propagation is eliminated, online
operations can be overlapped. Though online arithmetic
has been shown to provide a speedup of 2��16� [17] for
conventional numerical operations, this gain is reduced
when conventional arithmetic systems are deeply pipelined.
This is because the word-parallel logarithmic-time compu-
tations attain better throughput than the digit-serial online
computations (though at the expense of larger area and
higher latency). The other implementation trade-offs related
to the applicability of online arithmetic are its need for a
nonconventional number system, conversions to-and-from
a conventional system [18], and the inherently serial nature
of the operations.

Online arithmetic algorithms [6], [11] work in a digit-
serial manner, producing the result in a MSDF fashion. To
generate the first output digit, � digits of the input are
required. Thereafter, with each digit of the input, a new
digit of the result can be obtained. The online delay, �, is
typically a small integer, e.g., 1 to 4. Since the outputs are
produced serially, the algorithms can be pipelined with a
latency of �, as shown below:

Input x x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 . . .
Input y y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 . . .

Output z  � ! z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 . . . :

In order to achieve MSDF operations, online algorithms
need to use a redundant number system [19] for carry-
free addition. The online representation of a number x is
given by [6]

Xj ¼ Xj�1 þ xjþ�r���j

X0 ¼
X�
i¼1

xir
�i;

where Xj represents the value of the addends at step j, r is
the radix of the redundant number system, and � is the
online delay. The digits xi belong to a redundant digit set,
f��; . . . ;�1; 0; 1; . . . ; �g (assumed symmetric), where r=2 �
� � r� 1 represents the amount of redundancy in the
number system. For our system, we shall assume � ¼ r� 1
for maximum redundancy as this will eliminate the need for
on-the-fly conversion from nonredundant to redundant
form and will allow the inputs to the system to be directly
processed as if they were in redundant form for online
operations. Although other values of � can be chosen to
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Fig. 1. Conventional truncated arithmetic for a 4-bit multiplication as an

example. Truncated arithmetic is used when MSBs are important, while

saturated arithmetic is used when LSBs are important.



simplify the operations, the choice of � does not limit the

contributions of this paper. The choice of � was made based

on simplifying the discussion in the paper and more

benefits may be obtained with an alternate choice of �.

2.1 Communication System Example: Code
Matched Filter Detector

Fig. 2 shows the main blocks in a digital communication

receiver. The physical baseband layer in a communication

receiver involves operations to detect and decode the

transmitted information bits. Sophisticated algorithms for

channel estimation, detection, and decoding are applied on

the receiver to determine the transmitted bits. Based on

these high-precision operations, a hard decision (a sign-based

test) is made on the transmitted bits for detection, which are

typically �1s, assuming a Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)

modulation system for simplicity. The precision require-

ments at different points in the receiver chain are shown in

Fig. 2. We can observe that the precision requirements first

increase and then decrease during computations in a

receiver chain. The actual precision used depends on

several factors such as the signal-to-noise ratio, the A/D

converters used, and the algorithms implemented, with

more advanced algorithms requiring greater amounts of

precision to maintain numerical accuracy. This varying

precision requirement makes communication systems a

very suitable application for online arithmetic due to its

digit-serial nature and the ability for dynamic truncation.
One of the most popular and simple code matched filters

[20], [21] used in a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)

system is mentioned as an example for truncation. The code

matched filter is useful for both the base-station and the

mobile handset and can be used as an initial estimate for

more advanced handset schemes [22], [23], [24], [25]. Let

ri 2 CCN be the received signal and Â 2 CCN�K be the true

cross-correlation matrix. N is the length of the spreading

code (also known as the spreading gain or the spreading

factor) and K is the number of users in the system. Let

bi 2 fþ1;�1gK be the bits of the K users to be detected

(K ¼ 1 for the mobile handset). Then, the system can be

formulated as given below:

ri ¼ Abi þ �i; ð1Þ

where � is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) in
the system. The single user detector or the matched filter
detector with hard decision outputs is shown to be:

b̂i ¼ signðÂ
H

riÞ; ð2Þ

where b̂ and Â refer to the estimate of the detected bit and
the estimate of the channel, respectively (as opposed to the
true value). Fig. 3 shows the architecture of a single user
matched filter detector which exhibits an inner (dot)
product structure for computations followed by sign-based
testing. The subscript, p, refers to the pth user in the system.
The received signal coming from the A/D converter
typically has 8-bit or greater precision [26]. Depending on
the algorithm implementation and the desired bit error rate
performance, the precision requirements of the hardware
processing the received signal are typically in the 8-32 bit
precision range for finite precision implementations (see
Fig. 2) such as those in [10], [27], [28], with more
sophisticated algorithms requiring greater precision for
operations such as division and matrix inversions. This
implies extraneous computations in a conventional number
system as the sign is obtained only at the end due to the
Least Significant Digit First (LSDF) nature of computations.
Online arithmetic, based on a signed digit number
representation, provides Most Significant Digit First
(MSDF) computation. Hence, the computations can stop
after the first nonzero MSD (sign) is computed and
additional computations for the successive digits are
avoided. The need for back-conversion to a conventional
number system is also not required as the sign of the digit
represents the detected bit.

2.2 Truncation Using Online Arithmetic

Fig. 4 shows the suitability of online arithmetic for
truncation. Fig. 4a shows the timing schedule of a truncated
conventional arithmetic matched filter detector shown in
Fig. 3 in the previous section. An implementation based on
conventional arithmetic has throughput as a logarithmic
function of the precision as both fast adders and multipliers
can be built for logarithmic time computation, i.e.,
tCONV�MF / logðdÞ [29], [30], [31], where d is the bit-
precision. The truncation error depends on the amount of
correction support used. Fig. 4b shows the application of
online arithmetic for a full precision matched filter
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a communication receiver. The detector may dynamically require either single-bit precision outputs (hard decisions) of the

detected bits or higher precision outputs (soft decisions), depending on the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Precision requirements first

increase and then decrease during computations in the receiver chain. The decrease in precision may be obtained either by truncation or by

saturation (depending on the algorithm and the designer).



implementation. As an example, a radix-4 system and 8-bit

precision is assumed, giving 4 digits per input. Though the

full precision implementation has a low latency, the

throughput of the system for repeated operations is a linear

function of the precision, i.e., tOL�MF / d � tOL, where tOL is

the online throughput time per digit. Note that one digit per

computation is wasted as it signifies the end of the current

computation precision (shown by RESETðRÞ in Fig. 4,

which clears all latches at the end of the computation). Also,

additional 0s have to be inserted for full precision multi-

plication as the multiplier generates twice the output

precision. It is this RESET signal (R) that is used to provide
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Fig. 3. A code matched filter detector for the pth user in the system. The operations involve testing a dot product for its sign.

Fig. 4. Timing comparisons for truncation using different arithmetic techniques. Part (a) shows the time taken by a truncated conventional arithmetic

circuit for a dot product. Part (b) shows the time taken by online arithmetic for calculating a dot product with full precision. Part (c) shows the time

taken by a dynamically truncated online arithmetic detector without any truncation error. Part (d) shows the time taken by a truncated online

arithmetic detector with truncation error. R: RESET to signify end of current number, B: pipeline bubble.



the truncation dynamically. There is no truncation error
here. However, as shown in Fig. 4c, the determination of the
sign (the first nonzero MSD) can take variable time. This is
because, in contrast with conventional arithmetic (both
sign-magnitude and two’s complement), online arithmetic
does not always give the sign in the MSD. The sign is
obtained only when the first nonzero digit is computed in
an MSDF manner. As soon as the sign is detected, we can
insert the RESET signal(R) for all the adder stages in the
pipeline. We will then have idle stages in the pipeline
(shown by B for pipeline bubbles) during which the
hardware could stop the clock for low power. Since the
time for obtaining the MSD is variable, the time taken is
almost the same as part(b), i.e., tOL�MF / deff � tOL, where
deff is the average digit precision needed to find the sign.
The area used in the detector is also the same. The
advantage of this scheme over the full precision scheme is
due to increased throughput (deff � d) and the power
savings during idle computations. This scheme also does
not have any truncation error. Fig. 4d shows a truncated
online arithmetic detector with constant truncation during
which (m ¼ 2) MSDs were declared to be sufficient to
determine the sign along with truncation error. In this case,
a higher throughput can be obtained along with savings in
area. tOL�MF ¼ constant ¼ ðmþ 1Þ � tOL. Note that, in both
Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d, the truncation can actually eliminate the
necessity of the entire input precision and can, hence,
truncate both the input and output to provide throughput
speedups while retaining numerical accuracy.

3 EFFECT OF TRUNCATION ON ONLINE ARITHMETIC

Online arithmetic can have multiple representations for the
same number due to the use of a redundant number system.
When the first m digits out of d digits are used for
truncation, the mth digit may have an error as the
ðmþ 1Þth digit may have the opposite sign to the
mth digit, thereby changing the mth digit. For example, in
radix-4 online arithmetic, if the number is 1�213�1 and we
truncate it to 1�2, i.e., d ¼ 5, m ¼ 2, the Least Significant Digit
(LSD) is in error as the truncated number should have been
1�1. Note that if the ðmþ 1Þth digit is 0, we need to
investigate further digits for the first nonzero digit to check
if the mth digit is in error. For example, if the number was
1�203�1 truncated to 1�2, looking just at the third digit is not
sufficient to tell whether the truncated number has an error
in the LSD. It is, therefore, useful to know the average
truncation error in the LSD to help determine the amount of
truncation that may need to be performed to meet precision
requirements.

3.1 Average Truncation Error Probability in the LSD

We now quantify the average truncation error probability in
the LSD, assuming all the digits are equally probable. This
is a reasonable assumption since, even if the numbers are
small in general, the sign bits are equally probable. If both
the mth digit and ðmþ 1Þth digit are not equal to 0, the
truncation error probability in the LSD, e, can be given by

eðm;mþ16¼0Þ ¼
q � 2

2ðq � 1Þ ; ð3Þ

where q ¼ 2r and r is the radix used in the implementation
(q ¼ 2r because of the additional sign digit in the maximally
redundant system). There are a total of q � 1 digits possible
in a maximally redundant radix r system and there are ðq�2Þ

2

digits of the opposite sign, excluding 0. Now, if the ðmþ
1Þth digit is 0, we need to look at further digits and the
probability of error in the LSD assuming the mth digit to be
nonzero can be shown to be

eðm6¼0;mþ1¼0Þ ¼
1

2
1� 1

q � 1

� �d�m�1
 !

ðm < dÞ: ð4Þ

For the case when m ¼ 0, truncation error will occur when
the sign of the first nonzero digit to the left of m is different
from the sign of the first nonzero digit after m. For this case,
the probability of error can be shown to be

eðm¼0Þ ¼
1

4
1� 1

q � 1

� �d�m�1
 !

1� 1

q � 1

� �m�1
 !

ðm < dÞ:
ð5Þ

Hence, the average probability of truncation error in the
LSD assuming all digits are equally likely is given by

e ¼ 1

q � 1
eðm¼0Þ þ

q � 2

q � 1
eðm6¼0Þ ðm < dÞ

e ¼ 0 ðm ¼ dÞ:
ð6Þ

Equation (6) tells us the probability that the LSD is in error
if all digits are equally likely. We note that the probability
depends on both the number of digits d in the full precision
result and the number of digits m in the truncated result
and the error keeps decreasing as we increase m. The
maximum error in LSD converges to 0.5 for increasing
precision and using higher radix number systems. Note that
truncation of the output result may actually involve
truncation of the input digits also. For example, in multi-
plication, if m < d=2, both the inputs as well as the outputs
are truncated as in Fig. 4d.

3.2 Effect of Truncation on Detection

Fig. 5 shows a simple example to motivate the use of
truncated online arithmetic for detection. Fig. 5a shows a
simple sign-based detector for the received signal, which
has been transmitted in an AWGN communication channel.
The probability distribution of the received signal [32] is as
shown in Fig. 5b(1). The sign of the received signal
determines the bit that has been transmitted. Fig. 5b(2)
and Fig. 5b(3) represent the time taken by conventional and
online arithmetic implementations of the detector to find
the sign, assuming an 8-bit precision and radix-4 online
arithmetic modules. The y-axis is normalized to the time
taken to find the first digit using online arithmetic.
Conventional arithmetic, being logarithmic time with
precision, will have a lower throughput than the online
throughput per digit (roughly shown as 1:5 in the figure for
illustrative purposes). The logarithmic time assumption of
conventional arithmetic assumes no internal pipelining
within the conventional arithmetic blocks, which can make
truncated conventional arithmetic also have a constant time.
However, that would be at a significant increase in area.
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Hence, we will retain this logarithmic time assumption in
the rest of the paper, but we will also compare the
associated area consumption. The figure shows that the
online arithmetic scheme can take variable time to detect
the sign, while the conventional arithmetic detector finds
the sign in constant time (assuming constant precision for
both schemes). Hence, we will have performance gains as
long as the expected time to detect the sign (the first
nonzero MSD) is less than that of conventional arithmetic
for the same precision. In the next section, we show that we
need not wait for the worst-case execution time for sign
detection in communication systems as the system perfor-
mance does not degrade significantly by including the error
as another noise source in the communication system. From
Fig. 5b, it is clear that the larger the radix used for the online
detection scheme, the faster it is to determine the sign.
Hence, a higher radix system is preferable for our design.
However, higher radix systems have overhead in terms of
area and delay. We choose a radix-4 system as a trade-off
point because 1) it allows greater control on the amount of
truncation, 2) it covers most of the area under the
probability density curve for the first digit (0:25), and 3) it
reduces the online delay, �, to 1 for multiplication and
addition [6], [33].

In detection due to variation in SNR, as seen from
Fig. 5b(1), the MSD has a higher probability of being
nonzero than being zero. Hence, the truncation error
equation (6), which gave the effect on truncation on the

LSD for uniform probability of input digits, is not
applicable in this detector example. Hence, in this case, a
separate truncation error analysis needs to be performed as
in the following subsection.

3.3 Truncation Error Probability for Sign Detection

The truncation error analysis for detection can be per-
formed similar to the error analysis in (6), where all digits
were equally likely. However, the truncation error analysis
now depends on the probability density function as well as
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the system. This is shown
in Fig. 6. The probability of error Pe�OPT for an optimal
detector for BPSK [32] is given by

Pe�OPT ¼ Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � Eb

N0

s !
; ð7Þ

where Qð�Þ is the Q-function [32], Eb is the energy of the
transmitted bit, N0 ¼ 2 � �2 is the noise energy, and �2 is the
variance of the noise. However, if we detect only the
m MSDs, then the probability of error Pe�OL for the online
detector for BPSK can be shown to be

Pe�OL ¼ 0:5 � Q 1þ 1

r �m

� �
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � Eb

N0

s ! 

þQ 1� 1

r �m

� �
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � Eb

N0

s !!
;

ð8Þ

where r is the radix used in the online implementation. We
can see from (8) that, with increasing the radix r or the
number of digits to be detected m, we get increasingly
closer to the optimal detector in (7). Fig. 6 shows the
probability of error for a radix-4 number system for the first
and second most significant digits (r ¼ 4 and m ¼ 1; 2) and
compares it with the optimal detector. We can see around a
2 dB drop in performance assuming only the MSD is used
for detection. This may still be acceptable for higher
throughput as there could be a decoder following this
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Fig. 5. Use of online arithmetic for detection. Part (a) shows a noisy
communication channel through which a þ1 or �1 is transmitted. Part
(b) shows the time taken by conventional and online arithmetic to detect
the sign of the received signal. To have performance benefits, the sign
should be detected before the online arithmetic time exceeds the
conventional arithmetic time. An 8-bit precision and a radix-4 online
module are assumed.

Fig. 6. Probability of error versus SNR for truncated detection. The figure

shows the increase in probability of error assuming only the first digit or

first two digits are used for detection in a BPSK system.



detector to compensate for the bit error rate degradation.
However, an additional digit makes the performance of the
online detector close to the optimal detector. Hence, we will
consider both a 1 as well as a 2 MSD truncated online
detector in this paper for comparison purposes instead of a
variable throughput, full precision, online detector archi-
tecture as presented in our earlier work [13]. Comparisons
with conventional truncation are not shown here as it is not
possible to truncate to such a low precision using conven-
tional arithmetic without significant errors.

Fig. 6 assumes a simple transmission system without any
CDMA spreading code applied on top of it (N ¼ 1). The error
rate curve for the CDMA matched filter detector of (2) is
similar except that the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Eb=N0, is
scaled by the spreading gain N (giving 10 � log10ðNÞ dB
better performance for the same SNR). This is assuming
perfect knowledge of the channel estimates of the user.
With proper channel estimation for fading channels, a
closed form expression for the probability of error is no
longer available, but performance similar to Fig. 6 can be
expected. Thus, we have shown and quantified the trade-off
between throughput speedup due to truncation and the
probability of error for the code-matched filter detector.

4 ONLINE ADDERS AND MULTIPLIERS WITH

DYNAMIC TRUNCATION SUPPORT

This section describes the design of a radix-4 online adder
and multiplier used in the detectors with dynamic trunca-
tion support. Many radix-4 online multiplier implementa-
tions in the literature assume one of the inputs as constant
[12], [34], which can simplify the multiplier design. We
present a design of a generalized online multiplier assum-
ing both inputs as variable, which makes the multiplier
design more complicated. Although generalized online
multipliers have been presented in the literature in theory,
we discuss the implementation in detail to provide area and
throughput comparisons with conventional arithmetic. The
multiplier is also enhanced to accept inputs in a conven-
tional number system so that the detector can directly
interface with a conventional arithmetic circuit, if needed.
Theoretical estimates of area and throughput of the radix-4
adder and multiplier are determined in order to understand
the area-throughput trade-offs in truncation in conventional
versus online arithmetic.

4.1 Radix-4 Online Adder

The steps involved in fixed point online addition [6], [35] of
two inputs, x and y, giving an output z are:

Initialization: P�1 ¼ z�2 ¼ z�1 ¼ 0
Recurrence
for j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;mþ 1 do

Wj ¼ r � Pj�1 þ r�� � ðxj þ yjÞ;
zj�1 ¼ selectðWjÞ;
Pj ¼ Wj � zj�1;

ð9Þ

where W is the residual and m is the number of digits in
the inputs. The selection is done by rounding by using a
discretization algorithm (DIS) [35] that performs the

rounding based on the first few MSDs. The selection
function is given by:

selectðWjÞ ¼ signðWjÞbjWjj þ 1=2c if jWjj � �
¼ signðWjÞbjWjjc otherwise:

Since the online adder interfaces with the output of an
online multiplier and as an input to other online adders, we
design the adder to be a general online adder, taking in
redundant operands and producing a redundant result.
Dynamic truncation is provided by using a RESET signal(R)
to clear the latches, whenever necessary. The design of the
online adder is shown in Fig. 7. The inputs are shown as
X½3 : 1� and Y ½3 : 1�, with higher indices representing the
more significant bits. The inputs are taken to be in two’s
complement radix-4 maximally redundant form (which is
also the form in which the online multiplier produces its
output). The residual is stored in Carry-Save (CS) form to
avoid carry propagation delay (shown as WS and WC for
residual sum and carry). The design includes two half
adders (HAs), three full adders (FAs), five latches to store
the residual and the output, and a 3-bit Carry Lookahead
adder (CLA) for the digit selection. This circuit has
approximately a throughput of eight gate delays and an
area of 70 gates.

tOL�ADD ¼ 8; ð10Þ

AOL�ADD ¼ 70: ð11Þ

For comparison purposes, we have assumed the following:

Half Adder: Area = 2 gates, Delay = 1 gate
Full Adder: Area = 5 gates, Delay = 2 gates
3-bit CLA: Area = 21 gates, Delay = 5 gates
Latch: Area = 6 gates

We assume the time delay for a d-bit CLA adder with a fan-
in of 4 as

tCLAðdÞ ¼ d4 � log4ðdÞe þ 1; ð12Þ

as in [29], [30], and the area in gates can be calculated as

ACLAðdÞ ¼ 4 � dþ 14 � d
3

� �
þ g; ð13Þ
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where g is a constant between 2 and 11 depending on
modðd; 4Þ. In the rest of the paper, wherever the time and
area are dependent on the precision d, we will emphasize it
by using it as an argument in the equations. This is to
clearly distinguish the conventional implementations from
online implementations whose area or time requirements
may be independent of the bit-precision. It is important to
note that the area and throughput per digit of the online
adder (11), (10) are both independent of the digit precision.

4.2 Radix-4 Online Multiplier

The steps involved in online multiplication [6], [35] are:

Initialization: P�1 ¼ z0 ¼ X0 ¼ Y0 ¼ 0
Recurrence for j ¼ 1; . . . ;m do

Wj ¼ r � Pj�1þ < Xj�1; xj > �yj þ Yj�1 � xj;
Yj ¼< Yj�1; yj >;

zj ¼ selectðWjÞ;
Pj ¼Wj � zj;

ð14Þ

where the selection function is the same as in online
addition.

The signed digit by vector multiplication in online
multiplication [35] needs a multiplier having as one of its
inputs a signed digit and as another a vector whose length
keeps increasing with the number of digits (see (14)). This
signed-digit by vector multiplication is difficult to imple-
ment as the multiplication time becomes dependent on the
digit-precision and the advantage of precision-free online
multiplication time is lost. However, in the radix-2 case, the
signed digit multiplication reduces to multiplication by �1
and, hence, is easy to implement with lower area require-
ments. As we saw from Fig. 5, higher radix numbers are
preferable in order to detect the sign as soon as possible,
making us prefer a radix-4 number system as a better trade-
off for throughput. Radix-2 multipliers [36], [37] can still be
used if area is a more important constraint than throughput
for the detector design.

Radix-4 online multipliers have also been designed for
filter design problems and Discrete Cosine Transforms
(DCT) [12], [34], where one of the inputs to the multiplier is
considered constant. This is a reasonable assumption for
filters as the coefficients were not time-varying and the
signed digit by vector multiplication is again avoided.
However, since both the inputs in the detector are variable,
we need to implement a general Signed Digit by Vector
Multiplier (SDVM). The SDVM needed is a two’s comple-
ment multiplier of size d� 3. In order to make the
multiplication time precision-independent, we produce
the outputs of the SDVM in CS form [12]. The multiplier
outputs in CS form are then added together with the
residual using a 6 : 2 compressor (parallel counter) [29],
[31]. We then use the MSDs in the residual for the selection
function as in [12], [34] to attain online time independent of
the precision.

Fig. 8 shows the implementation of a d-bit radix-4
multiplier in two’s complement representation. Since the
online multiplier may interface to a conventional arithmetic
circuit (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), we design the multiplier to
take in inputs in conventional arithmetic two’s complement

representation. The inputs x and y shown could represent
the input, ri, from the A/D converter or the input, Ap, from
the channel estimator with a parallel to serial (P/S)
converter. We internally add the appropriate sign digit to
the two’s complement number in our circuit without any
additional time overhead to make the number redundant.
The Calcx and Calcy blocks take 2 bits from each of the
inputs in the conventional arithmetic system in an MSDF
fashion and convert them to a redundant number system.
To do so, we note that all positive two’s complement
conventional numbers are valid in the redundant number
system with a 0 as the sign digit for all digits. All negative
two’s complement numbers are valid with a 1 as the sign for
the first digit and 0s for the successive digits. The CalcX
and CalcY blocks append the digits generated to form the
vector for the SDVM as in (14).

The SDVM is designed based on the modified Baugh-
Wooley multiplier scheme [29], [38]. In a general d� d bit
multiplication, the Baugh-Wooley method does not require
any increase in the maximum column height. But, since the
operands to the multiplier’s input do not have the same
precision (d� 3), an additional stage of CSAs is needed to
add the 1s at the bottom of the tree, increasing the delay of
the partial product accumulation by one stage of CSAs.
Since the multiplier outputs are now combined with the
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Fig. 8. A radix-4 online multiplier with conventional arithmetic inputs and

dynamic truncation support.



residual addition, the number of inputs to be added

becomes six. Hence, a 6 : 2 compressor is used for addition.

Again, to make the online multiplication time independent

of precision, the selection function uses only the most

significant 4 bits to determine the result, as shown in Fig. 8.

Dynamic truncation is done by using the RESET signal (R)

to clear all latches appropriately.

The need for an SDVM and a 6 : 2 compressor makes the

online time requirements for multiplication (17 gate delays)

greater than that for addition (eight gate delays). Since the

online multiplier output feeds the online adders, this will

leave the adder starved for data. Hence, in order to match

the delays of the adder and multiplier, we pipeline the

design further as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 8. This

modified design has a delay of seven gates, equal to the

delay of the compressor and the HAs. The pipeline stages

increase the online delay, �, of the multiplier from 1 to 3,

resulting in higher throughput at the expense of larger

latency. The complete online multiplier uses 913-2,929 gates

for 8-32 bit precision. This large area requirement, even for a

digit-serial multiplier, is due to the need for an SDVM and

the large number of latches required to pipeline the design.

If this area requirement exceeds the detector architecture

specifications, then a radix-2 multiplier can be used at the

expense of throughput. The estimates of area and through-

put requirements for the radix-4 online multiplier are given

below:

tOL�MUL ¼ 2 � 3þ 1 ¼ 7; ð15Þ

ASDVMðdÞ ¼ 2 � ðd � 5þ d � 2þ 3 � dÞ; ð16Þ

ACOMPRESS�OLðdÞ ¼ 4 � ðdþ 3Þ � 5; ð17Þ

ALATCHESðdÞ ¼ 5 � 2 � d

2
� 1

� �
þ 6 � ðdþ 3Þ þ 6þ 3

� �
;

ð18Þ

AOL�MULðdÞ ¼ ASDVMðdÞ þACOMPRESS�OLðdÞ
þALATCHESðdÞ þACONTROLðdÞ þ 4 � 2þ 21;

ð19Þ

where tOL�MUL and AOL�MULðdÞ are the online multi-

plication time and area, respectively. The two SDVMs

having a combined area of ASDVMðdÞ consist of d FA cells,

d HA cells, and 3 � d partial product generator gates. The

6 : 2 compressor with area ACOMPRESS�OLðdÞ consists of

four ðdþ 3Þ-bit FA cells. The 3-bit CLA takes 21 FA cells, the

four HAs take two gates each, and ALATCHESðdÞ is the area

required by the latches in order to pipeline the design

sufficiently enough to reduce the online delay to 7.

ACONTROLðdÞ is the area required for the additional control

logic required. It is important to note that, while the area of

the online multiplier is dependent on the precision (19), the

throughput per digit of the online multiplier (15) is

precision-independent.

5 CONVENTIONAL AND ONLINE TRUNCATED

IMPLEMENTATIONS OF A MATCHED FILTER

DETECTOR

We now compare the effects of truncation using different
implementation schemes for a code matched filter detector.
We discuss the trade-offs in area and delay due to
truncation between a simple conventional arithmetic
implementation, a conventional arithmetic implementation
using carry-save adders, and an online arithmetic imple-
mentation. These are shown in Fig. 9. Both the conventional
and online arithmetic schemes assume no pipelining
between the adders and multipliers and the conventional
truncated arithmetic implementations assume no internal
pipelining. However, the area comparisons are also made to
put things in perspective.

5.1 Truncated Conventional Arithmetic Matched
Filter

A straightforward implementation of a truncated matched
filter [24] is shown in Fig. 9a. The dot product is
implemented in a tree structure for a parallel implementa-
tion. The multipliers form the first level of the tree and the
adders form the rest of the levels. For a length-N dot
product, there are N multipliers at the top of the tree,
N=2 adders at the next level, N=4 adders at the next level,
and so on. If the multipliers are implemented using Dadda
tree multipliers [29], [39], the delay of the multiplier
depends on the precision d.

This detector is used as a base case comparison point
with other detector structures based on conventional and
online arithmetic.

5.2 Truncated Conventional Arithmetic Matched
Filter Using Carry-Save Adders

Further reductions in delay can be obtained by reducing
the carry-propagation delay overhead using CSAs. Similar
schemes using CSAs for dot-product type computations
have been proposed in [2], [40], [41]. We explore this
architecture as another trade-off point for comparison
purposes with a time-constrained online arithmetic
architecture. The Dadda multiplier no longer does the
CLA at the bottom of the multiplier tree, but, instead,
passes on its output in a CS form, as in Fig. 9b. The CS
outputs of all the N multipliers are then added together
with a 2 �N : 2 compressor. The CS output of this
compressor is then fed to a wider CLA for computing the
final result. The time taken for the matched filter using
carry-save adders is the time taken for the multiplier
without the CLA, the time taken by the compressor, and the
time for the final CLA. The area and throughput estimates
of the truncated matched filter using CSAs are compared
with the other schemes in the next section.

5.3 Truncated Online Arithmetic Matched Filter

In contrast to the conventional arithmetic implementations,
the throughput of the online arithmetic-based matched filter
detector (shown in Fig. 9c) depends only on the number of
most significant digits m needed and is independent of the
total precision of the input and the number of stages in the
adder-multiplier chain as it is highly pipelined. The area
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and throughput comparisons of the truncated online
arithmetic-based matched filter with the conventional
arithmetic schemes are now presented in the section below.
Note that the truncated arithmetic matched filter assumes
full precision intermediate calculations and truncation to
1 bit output. Even if intermediate calculations were not
done at full precision for the truncated conventional
arithmetic multiplier, the throughput estimates do not
change for the truncated multiplier since the critical path
does not change. The area estimates might be lowered,
depending on the amount of truncation needed to reliably
get the sign.

5.4 Area-Time Trade-Offs and Results

Fig. 10 presents the theoretical throughput comparisons of
the conventional arithmetic matched filter detector, the
conventional arithmetic matched filter detector using carry-
save adders, and a radix-4 online arithmetic-based matched
filter detector. The x-axis represents the input precision in
bits. The online arithmetic numbers use digits instead of bits
and, since we use a radix-4 system, each digit in online
arithmetic is equal to 2 bits in the conventional arithmetic
system. Hence, the truncated MSD detector starts at an
input precision of 2 bits, while the truncated 2 MSD
detector, which needs at least 4 input bits to produce
2 MSDs as output, starts at an input precision of 4 bits. We
can see that both the conventional arithmetic detectors have
logarithmic increase in gate delays with precision, while the
online detector has a linear increase in gate delay and is,
hence, slower for a full precision implementation. The
truncated detector schemes with 1 and 2 MSDs, however,
perform much better as they have a constant throughput
independent of the digit precision (see (10), (15)). The

conventional arithmetic implementation using carry save
adders also outperforms the simple conventional arithmetic
implementation by limiting the carry propagation delay.

Fig. 11 presents the corresponding theoretical area
comparisons for the detectors. It can be observed from the
figure that the truncated conventional arithmetic matched
filter detector using carry-save adders has better time
performance than a straightforward implementation with
nearly the same area. Full precision online arithmetic, on the
other hand, consumes more area than the conventional
schemes for low precision due to the use of a redundant
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Fig. 9. Code matched filter with different arithmetic schemes. Part (a) shows a simple implementation using truncated conventional arithmetic. Part

(b) shows a truncated conventional implementation using CSAs. Part (c) shows a truncated online arithmetic implementation.

Fig. 10. Theoretical throughput estimates for the truncated arithmetic

detectors in terms of gate delays.



number system, but soon starts giving benefits in area for

higher precision (	 16 bits) due to its digit-serial nature.

Though the area required by the online adders is constant

with precision (11), the online multiplier requires more area

with increasing precision (19). The truncated online arith-

metic schemes again give additional gains in area as the

multiplier area also becomes constant if the minimum

number of truncation digits is known. Thus, the two MSD

detector area estimates assume that the detector can provide

both 1 and 2 MSDs, while the 1 MSD detector area estimates

assume that the detector can only provide the MSD.

6 VLSI IMPLEMENTATION

VLSI implementations of the online and conventional

arithmetic design were carried out to test the theoretical

estimate curves and to test and verify the design.

A prototype implementation of the radix-4 online code

matched filter chip with dynamic truncation was done at

Rice by [42] as part of the VLSI design course using a

MOSIS Tiny Chip 0.5 � AMI process. The online arithmetic

chip implementation is shown in Fig. 12. The chip consists

of four online multipliers and adders and accepts only up to

two MSDs as inputs and provides dynamic truncation for

1-4 digits of the output. Each chip can do a dot product of

length 4 and several chips can be connected in parallel for

processing higher spreading code lengths. The throughput

estimates of the design are valid for all spreading code

lengths due to pipelining of the adders and multipliers. The

first online multiplier is expanded to show its subcompo-

nents. BW represents the Baugh-Wooley multiplier. An-

other VLSI implementation [43] uses conventional

arithmetic and truncated multipliers with constant correc-

tion as a proof-of-concept comparison. Though the online
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Fig. 11. Theoretical area estimates for truncated arithmetic detectors in terms of logic gates.

Fig. 12. VLSI prototype implementation of code matched filter using truncated online arithmetic.



arithmetic circuits were substantially larger than the
truncated conventional arithmetic circuits in area for the
chosen 8-bit output precision (which seemed to agree with
the theoretical estimates), exploiting parallelism for con-
ventional arithmetic was more difficult due to I/O pin
limitations. Since truncation using conventional arithmetic
has been well-studied [1], we only provide implementation
details for the truncated online arithmetic code matched
filter implementation below. Further information and
comparisons can also be obtained from the Rice VLSI signal
processing research page [44].

Table 1 shows the area, time, and power consumptions of
the basic blocks used in the detector implementation. Note
that the numbers are from a prototype implementation and
should only be used as a relative comparison between the
different blocks in the detector design. The chip die size was
2:2� 4:4mm2 and used around 15,000 transistors to imple-
ment four radix-4 truncated online multipliers and four
radix-4 online adders. The delay and power estimates
were obtained by a Spice analysis for a 0.5 � AMI process.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented truncated online arithmetic with
applications to communication systems. We show that
online arithmetic can support dynamic truncation while
simultaneously providing area and throughput benefits.
The benefits of online arithmetic are dependent on the
amount of truncation; the larger the difference between the
full precision and the truncated result, the greater the
benefits of online arithmetic are. In general, if the output
precision is greater than 8-16 bits and significant truncation
of the result is required, online arithmetic should be used
for both area and throughput benefits. We also show the
effect of truncation error on the least significant digit of the
truncated result for online arithmetic. In contrast, conven-
tional arithmetic systems do not support dynamic trunca-
tion, have minor throughput benefits, and can have
significant errors in the truncated results. Radix-4 online
arithmetic adders and multipliers were built in VLSI and
they provided support for dynamic truncation and the

ability to interface with other conventional arithmetic

circuits. Thus, communication systems with conventional

arithmetic for saturation and truncated online arithmetic for

truncation can coexist in an optimized design for through-

put and power benefits.
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